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Title: IS Primavera Contract Management (PCM) Still Alive?
#
Question
1
Do you offer a Hosted PCM client app option to take Java off the

customer's to do list?

Presented by: Don McNatty
Answer

Yes. Running PCM in a Terminal Server environment or a full
Citrix environment can isolate the Java issues. Our experience
has been that all versions of CM run slower within a TS/Citrix
environment.

2

We still use CM 11, how do we migrate to 14.1?

3

Does 14.1 provide any new integration with P6?

4

How can I modify forms and reports in 14.1?

You will need either the BI Reports Desktop tool or the BI
Reports Developer tool and direct access to the CM 14
database - preferrably in a test/development environment.

5

Are there any issues with forms and reports in 14.1?

Some known issues are that paragraph breaks in text aren't
always recongnized. If you build your forms using BI Desktop
this issue can be resolved, but default forms are not built this
way so you would have to rebuild them yourself.

6

Can I run CM 14.1 stand alone?

7

Does CM 14.1 run on a mobile device?

Technically, if your machine is equal to a heavy duty gamining
machine you could probably do it. 14.1 uses Oracle WebLogic
for the web server. Oracle recommends that smaller firms
have CM14 hosted.
Not really. CM14 requires Java. Apple devices do not support
it. Surface Pro with Win 8 can support it on a tablet. Using an
iPad app "Jump" which acts like a terminal server allows the
use of iPads by running Java in the terminal server rather than
directly on the iPad. All require internet connectivity--no
offline access.

8

What types of documents are supported with MLM's Contract
Management Interface?
What does CMI cost?

9

You need to work with a Primavera Partner to submit your
serial #'s/CSI # to the PGBU Channel Manager who works with
the Oracle Migration Team to develop a cost and benefit for
migration that is good for 30 days.
No, unfortunately.

Submittals, Change Proposals, RFI's, General correspondence,
Daily Reports and Notices.
CMI is available from DRMcNatty on a cloud SaaS basis
(Software as a Service). It starts with Tier 1 - $500 per month
for up to 10 hosted users, $750 per month for up to 10 nonhosted users.

